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14111 state my central proposition brieflyt the outset and then devote

. ,

the bulk of my time to 411ustration and elaboration.

1. The professfonal preparationof educators is intensely and intrinsically

political: This

administrator.

2. What, is

can be 'termed the external environment of the dean or chief

true in the broad field'of professional education externally

is diredtly paralleled in the internal environment of chief administratori

_responsible for such programs. The interactions between the different roles

I

and functions each of us is called upon to perform is a "who gets what, when,

where, and how" question, andwhat is being divided up is the administrator's

time, talents, and energies.

3. Orderly politics is

structuresand ground rules.

impossible w..thout,Oommonly agreed upon fundamental

This is equally true whether we are thinking about

the external environment or the internal environment of the administrator. Hence

the concept of "constitutions:"

I will explore first the political ngure of the preparatioof educational -

professionals, or, as I have termld it, the external environment.\ A useful way

.of looking at this is in terms

Each actor has specified roles

and each stakeholder group can

some manner.

Itof ey actors and stakeholders. They are. numerous.
y

ihai it can be expectedor is sanctioned--to perforM.

1

be expected to try and .represent its interests in
'1

For example, the faculty in *teacher education can be expected to
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assert their traditional resppnsibility for the" definitimn of curriculums the

development of criteria for admission, and the establishment of standards for

graduation. S.
The chief administrator of a department, college, or school of educaticin

will expect to have prime even if not exclusive responsibility for budget and

tnn perss el and'major input into policy development. Also lodged with the

chief administrator in eli likelihood will be responsibilities delegated by

the appropriate state agency respecting certification requirements and the

standards in terms-of which teacher educatiOn institutions in the States are

approved to recommend students for certification.

Official's of the larger institution of which professional preparation

programs in education are, a part will 1 y important roles, especially in

budgeting but perhaps also in othe

personnel, regi-stration, placement, etc.)

affecting program (e.g. enrollment,

The State Board of Education (or perhaps a Professional Practices Board)'
epl

plays a key role in defining requirements for certification. The manner in

'Which the administrative arm of the State Board, the State Department of

Education, carries out its responsibilities will also bear on program.

That interaction is not always direct, as in, for example, on-site evaluations

of professional preparation programs. It may be indirect in terms of.the
o'.

way in which state males are distributed to'local educational agenciei (e.g.

are special education funds distributed on a programmatie.basis or a classroom

'unit basis;,does the, foundation formula make provisiion f r in-service funds or

-create expectations or incentives for in-service activi ies, etc.) or in the

elaboration of curricular expectations which have a way determining how

school systemS define their personnel meeds.

The slate body responsible for administering higher education s

often plays an important role, primarily though not necessarily exclusi in

3.
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the public sector.- Thh_Q way in wnieri,state subsidies ere distributed to the

campuses of the state system can have a profound effect on program, for

4
exa:-ole especially if the subsidy models are based on the history of program

costs and therePore constrained by the past value juagments of local administrators

above the level of teacher educators.

State:legislatures get in the act, most significantly in terms of decisions

about the structure for administering s certification prose es and in

budget:rig for 4.Igher and lower education.'4*Occasionally they may even dabbleiin

presCrlbing curricular areas or aims.

The Federal government plays an often surprisingly direct hand.,. Most

drAmaticaSY, we might refer, for example, to the passage of P.L."94-142 which

mandates,/as the price of continued State receipt,of Federal dollArs for the

handicipped the adoption of parent/professiOnal conferences to review annual

individnAlized program prescriptions, today nothing of the implementation of

the concept known as mainstreaming.

Students are important dlements in the,p itical structure. They may be

directly involved, for example, in the goveft e of program Sy partidipation

in representative bodies or in committee responsibilities. They may have

evaluation responsibilities respecti9g;teaching program. They are the'-

1

consumers, and, as :a .stakeholder ,group in the mos primary sense, they require

careful atten ion to see that their interests are erved and protected along

with those of a larger profession and its ultiia clients; children, their

parents, and oth r learners.
.

Accrediting bodies at the regional'and national level also can be expected

to have important roles: .This varies depending where one, happens to be

as an institution it the evaluation cycle, how much membership may cost, who's

trying to change/the accreditation standards, and on what basis.

4
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reasinG phenomen f ideal adviSory bodies to proftbsional

education programs is 'another influence in the political matrix. These

bodies; composed of professional and lay representatives, constitute' any

independent source of programmatic evaluation and input.

While the enumeration could go on further, this illustrative listing ought.

not to stop without mentioning the real influence and impact of the cooperating

schools and districts without whom professional training programs as we now

knoW them would be inoperable. Increasingly the conversations with cooperating

schools take on the character of a careful negotiation where mutual benefits

are properly imeis'ted upon by both parties before often quite formal agreement.s-"'

e consummated.

The oint of this elaboration of actors and stakeholders whose interests

impinge upon the professional preparation of educators is only to illustrate

how diverse the groups, how numerous the icImmrs46 and, therefore, how difficult

the task. Whatever professional education. is, it is surely the outcome of the

complex interaction of diverse actors and jurisdictions. 'The chief administrator

-77,...,44 professional education must operate effectively in all these environments.,..

understand the different structures and incentives guiding*the,diverse attors,

Polkattend'tO the need to articulate ;allel strategies appropriate to each element .

in the larger equation, and orchestrate all the instruments to achieve desired

goals. It requires fine sensitivities, a sense of when to bid and when to pass,

together with a great amount of energy and a healthy capacity for enduring'

delay in ncountering rewards.
;.

If the external environmentof. the chief strator is intensely and

, _ .

intrinsically political, so is the internal environment. The more one attends

to the.parallel, the more striking it is.

There are differencei, to be sure. The chief administrator is not different
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people, but rather is the same individual called upon at different iimes,and in-,

different places'to play appropriate roles and functions. Complicating and

enriching the situation, the administrator is involved in a wide variety of

roles and responsibilities wholly distinct (although not-neces-Sarilyapart3

frbm the responsibilities growing out of the administrator role. The crucial

question, -however, is the same: which function or role gets what,

,
en,,where,

and how (the classical formulation of what the study of politics is about).

C ief administrators are called upon tO perform a wide variety of personal

and rofessional roles. I present here an illustratide listing of those roles

'and'functions'according to the traditional distinction between things professional

and things personal. I do this to facilitate understanding even though I am

deeply concerned that the traditional and so often unyielding distinction between

one's personhood (personal. being) and one's role (professional being) lies at
. .

the center of our difficulties.

An important role for administrators, for example, is that of evaluator or

.judge. Is a program adequate? Does it meet standards? Are its outcomes

justifiable4 Is this person worth hiring or reappointing? Does that person

'warrant promotion and tenure? All of those questions are evaluative,and

judgmental.

All of them hake the effect, however1 sooner or later, of "locating" the

administrator. They entail comOitment to'a position and the possibility of

being held to account for that judgment. Consequently, they raise the prospect

of creating stress and demands for time beyond that required in the actual

making of the decision, time that may be consumed ariously in explaining or

..1
.

. .

.

justifying the decision to various individuals or gra4eor dealing with the

-. consequences of the decision. Thus, the role of ju4.0 ravaluator raises the

prospect of a squeeze on the manager as a fUneltioWariodaiiitae opposition and

,resultant demands against the manager's time.

6, t)
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Another administrator role conflicts with that of judge. Managers desire

(=may feel called upon) to nurture, guide, or help others in their performance

and the improvement thereof. When functioning in such a posture, however, it

seems important to separate oneself,as sharply as one Can from the evaluative

role that may be called for at some future time. The requirements of a

successfully nurturant posture seem effectively compromised by an overt

manifestati a possible future judgmental stance. -"Pm\

Administrators that, from time tb time, project program, needs, resairees,

and staffing into the future. The responsibility for institutional projection
.

may conflict, psychologically or organizationally:, with current program,
, .

'"the monitoring and care of which is also a managerial role of no smali'consequence.
de.

The conflict is almost certain to arise when, projected program appears/hifferent

from current.

AdminiXators perform informational and linkage functions. These functions

are designed tb communicate program goals and needs'and also to provide

opportunities to elicit reactions which can then be weighed and accorded whatever

attention may seem appropriate. When everything is fine, performing the public

relations functions is a delight. When it is not, however, doing it at all may

be close to fraud or it may be an open invitation to conflict.

Chief administrators must be leaders and followers; they are generals and

lieutenants at the same time. This can prodUce anxious moments to say the least,

This is certainly not a new insight It is/a classic problem of middle manage

ment. What may be in the best interests Of the larger- institution may not be

in the best interests of the component; What is in the best interests of the

.component, may be troublesome, fot the larger unit. What is. important in the

context of this presentation is.4hat the two roles required of the chief

delimit more stakeholders n esSarily, resident in the innerperson of the

admini trator: 4

4

strator
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The administrator also has a personal being. In that capacity, the dean

is child and, most likely, also spouse and parent r' Almost all of us deal

with the inherent differences in those three roles; the conflicts between them

send administrator and administered alike to the couch, whether or not there

may be some connection with the pressures and anxieties of one's professional

life.

All the psychological, emotional, Cognitive, and creative needs an individual

may have also find expression in the variety of roles played in one's personal

At,

life. WeMay be athletes, caring about our physical selves and struggling for ,

the time in which to-ealize thatrportion of our chosen being. We may be

"avocators",that is, people who have identified some interests beyond the

professional or familial-which give us satisfaction or creative release,

whether it be sailing, photography, gardening, or cabinetry, dirt biking,

camping, stamp collecting, hiking or fishing. We may seek further understanding

of ourselves or others, the exploration of things spiritual ortempOral, or

attention to broader public interests or perhaps. those of a more humbly personal

nature.

These-roles, too, compete for attention in the chief administrator. They,

too, need time andAttention, consume energy'and give promise of restoring commit
,

ment, purpose,And meaning, yet octen apparently at the expense of the resolution,

more quickly or, more,effectively, of problems and hope in the professional doniain

of our 'existence.

Within ea__ _of the two domains, professional and-persOnal, roles conflict

and compete. ns between the two domains is perhaps fiercest of all.

For whatever,re ns--and they are many, for example, 'the fact that our culture

virtually 'fore s us to dichotomize work and persdnal life or that, our professional,

and *personal existences tend 'to occur in places and times which overlap each
-
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other little - -the maloy role conflicts which seem occur tend to group-often

around the.professional/personal teisionJ In my gun existence; for example,
;

I find that tne ex _stations that I, the instituti,n, and others have of the in

the performance of my prqXes'sionai role' are of such, an extent and sometime of

such a character t at they often appear to lay threat to my most basic sense of

self.

The demands are such that I find I must struggle to find even modest amounts

of time to spend with the ,most significant other people, in my life. Demands for
I

service to others are such that attending to one's own growth and deVelopment

comes across'as selfishness. Desires to be nurturant and supportive conflict

with the judgmental character of many of my personnel responsibilities. The

litigiousnes3/6f American education at all levels appears to require a care in

It
data collection and analysis and an attentiveness to procedure which borders

on compulsiveness, both of them so time consuming as to leave precious little

time for carrying out what by rights ought to be theme 64.4trA purposes of the

organization. The instances when accountalop!ilit deMandi aelmade 'against me

-
44' ,

1 _

it.th'e'absenee of reciprocal services rendered to me which pen it the demands -'

r

to be met are too numerous to merition. Ther.create a situation' where large--
'

..

Portions of my time,are spent trying to persuade, fords, or x people into 1

doing for me what their job's say they ought to be doing' as a matter of course.

institutional or managerial norms which work against admini.trators displaying

the 'range of feelixivrand emotions which help to define the human animal further

. delimit our sense Of identity to say nothing of allowing,us'an important releaSe

which 'helps to keep people whole.

dll of thiS is"considdred,together, when the different roles and functions
.

-are examined,*and allthe,points of potential 'conflict understood and appreciated,

the nature of what I ai calling the internal political environment begins, to

9
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come across. It will be hot, co fusing, uncertain ense, and highly

problematical. The-importance of clear sense of iden
O

in political' terms, a constitution, seems crucial..

and basic 'purpose,

What do I mean by "constitution "? -How can I use the term in referencd to

both external and internal envirOnmenis as I have called them?

I use the term constitution in a quite traditional way to refer to the

basic purposes-which guide a political entity together, nth the delineation

of the fundamental structures in terms of which those pprpodes will be Bought.

In tAt broad sense, the educational establishment '-(or any other major social

or human service enterprise) can be said to have a'constitwdon, but so can any

individual.-The constitution need not be written down; itocan/te the accumulation

of accepted practice, just as well as a formally written and adopted document.

I recOgnize-,that it may see strange at first, to apply the term "constitution"

to individu4d. I think it becomes especially important and provoc.atiVe,

particularly for individuals possessing extraordinarily complex existences

as a condeqUence of the numerous roles and functions they are expected to perform.

i
i

,

Let me speak first to the importande of ccnstitutions for the organizations deans

are immediately res _tor administering, trio the-importance of their-
/

own ca fit tuti ons as individuals.

,
.

The constitution that exists for the educatio establishment writ 'large

,
, .

'is a tany face
\
ted one., In this country, for ex ple,' a portion is to be found

in the.Constitution af.the United States,- Article of which reserves to the

states those powers not explicitly.ldged in the federal Government. Education,

nOt assigned federally, is dne of the powers reserved to the States.. But beyond

that, and omitting consideratio4 of the obvious Federal interests And involvement

in'education ('justified presumably under the lje4eral welfare clause which is also

10
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40
in tlie Qonstitution), the wel er of different arrangements and understandtngs

is Abwildering. True, there a acVept0,practices and arrangements, and at a

.

certain level of generality a high degree of.congruence in apPrOachiacrois the
.

nation as a whole.

Given the large number of actors and stakeholders alre dy referenced above,

however, how can a d rtmento school, or college of n approach matters

constitutionally and why is this desirable? v Obviously, no single academic

entity charged with responsibility for professional education can develop or

enforce -for, the whole education., establishment a constitution in,the sense I'an

talking about it here. What it cane do, however, is devise one for itself/and /

attempt ta examine and relate -dhAother elements in analogous terms. In other
(0 00

0 -

words, organizations with constitutions have standing to ask other organizations

to function in similar terms according to their defined charters, oz to forpuiata

,

such understandings, or at least to operate in terms that are roughly equivalent.

It is to be expected that most-academic organizations responsible for

professional educatiOn have some kii6of governance structure and that is a

start. What I am suggesting here, hOwever, is that the issue of constitution

or governance will be more fully considered and appreciated to the extent that

'

.- there is deeper realization that the enterprise we are engag=e in is political

,
, 1

and not me ely academic.

\

. ,

Rec 1 the long Iist'of actors and stakeholders in he political enterprise

Ailed profe'ssional education., Faculty, ean, universty admihistratiOn, State
1 '

. 2
k0 C

. Board of Education, State Regents, t e State Department/of,Educitior, the
.

legislate professional associations, cooperating schOols:and districts, students
.

' and others are all involved. The domains,. reepoOsibilli.tieS, roieS, ftinctions/...
.

. ,

.

,

)
-',

,

and needs of each are different, some times distinctotsomitiMes:overlapping.
i

.

.

'What an academic organization responsible for training or re-training prOfessionals

Ale
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A

for their
/
roles in educat

.,

n recyires is an underst ng of its rueture

r/

which will enable 3t to rel to appropriatefly to divers d comple t

which i encounters.

It need* therefore, first to be'clearo ts own fUndithentel purposes,

conflict generating; and

poll cal edierprise,, for it will

presentation and examination of diverse values, s'Ome of%whiA ted

Definini7 institutional gOals,is

will eiways be a involv

4

to the past, some to the present, and some to'the%

will want to be repreiented. Pre

on

biffere takeholders

vested therein Will.inevitably c mpetp with conceptions'
A

the organization ought to be doing.

the difficulty with engiging in a basic

such an effort will almost always 'have to:-. 4

rly

1L. feel

1 defining,

ddfle on to

activities of,ihe organizataTirill require a sdtti g As de of time as

an activity in its own right, Since many will perceive it/as an activity
.

, / . ,

-',of high generality and jImoLt by definitionnOt'immOiat!4.useful,--it will
,

,

be viewed negativelT,, because of its competition wit, immediate :press of

.,' .
.

day - today res sibilitles which we all have diff iculty meeting anyway. The
,,,,,- .

payoff of such an act ty, however, is that once it.is done and,enge,some

-1.

degree of consensus has been. rived'-at as to what the basic purposes of the.

case is that

e ongoing

e..-- .

organization'are, it then provides packdrop which simplifies a, raft of other.

issued' and deoisions,Aich from time td t will.ionfront the orgsnizAtion.
,

A tew examples', may

establish as its!go

to'drspose relatively Clay ofirop4sale
P

kinds Of, activities. At same latertime,t-

achieved, the blaSiellurpoes might again be ad

irr .

Let us say the organlzation5chooses to
_

g program, Thiswill allow it

o1 entail getting invo

eni the gtrials t
.

o,

have_beOn

--
t
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. ,

oe,ai with new realities or desires. At a somewhat different level, however,

....

agreement about purpose may contribute measurably to: bay -to -day managelent.
, .

A

The.OrrahizatiOn might establish as a basic Operati4 premise thaiiwstudents

,.
.

will have access to alternative .routes to achieve program aims. Albce that

# MO

.
criteria is established, it'becomet a much simpler matte.r to eemine and. e

Rq hold programs to the accomplishment of that end.= It is. no longer simply

matter Of aonslatative suggestion, but is now institutionai--policy.
r

Defined purpose is one ek-went of an'organiiati:On co
I

structure's, temporar-: cOntinuah6,'on the basis'of which it carries out

itution. The

its responq aties,including Its governance, are equelly important. A

moment ago T made a distinction between political and academic enterpriSes.
.

. 4'
-___&organizational and administrative structure that is politically oriented ,'

R
% -- /

. ' ''' ili,
.

to tr. education of professionals will be one. which is cap-eble of,encw:massinz

4 _
. -4, ,

. __.- .

-------------...

kf. -

in sole deliberate,a:nd 'accountable way the m fluences which will be

"brount to 'Sear.' It would be, cture inhere the rolls of Vie various

0 actors within the organiza on are defined and_inierreliOdi where the access

.
-. .

points for diveYte concerns to different structural elements are specified, ani%
, ,

...

where the totality of concerns which may impinge upon %I/ organization- can- be
__-

.
.

.

. V.
p .

seen to he encompassed, Who are the actors ih'the'Eollege? Who are its

i

,
-stakeholders?' How d&-they.sain access to policy development and implementation?

, .

N

Ziereare what kinds licies_fortulated? How are they to-be adminiistered?

.at arethe'conventpns applied? How can deterMined policies be easily accessed '

by those who have .a peeeto know? -All of-these ind more are the kinds of questions

, which- neeld to be answered..

,There is no one format for doing, -. Different institutions and different,

3

environments and differint people will prOduce different structures. But Z Would

submit what the basic premise, the Political character of the enterprise, Teeds

4

13
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full reco3nition in it,.vex' finally emerges.

..

It is time nod 'arn to the application of the concept of constiT,ut'on

r, 1111 ' --,
.

to the personhood of the dean. While much of whit I have just said about th

impdrtance of constitutions for organizations will seem sensible and perhapi
J , 4

'even obvious, the use of the tetim in reference to individuals may 'seem str nge. .

,

s
_ 0

/
. N.--,. .

.

I say tnat because I sense an awkwardness myself,, even while I am convinced
l t

r

tr.at it is apposite.

A cniL- admin.istrator cd*renends in his or her person a wide variety

0
c4s.rols, nary of WhiCh ho1ipromise of potential conflict. Among these may be

suchlroleS ap child, planner, evaluator, spouse, program monitor, parent,.

af
leader, 4.tobcator, follower, figurehead, linker, and so'on. All or these roles

Ai_ _ .

competetor,time,.attehtion, and energy; "All spialig from' real needs and
2

.

4

interests resident'in the"administrator at different times and in differentq -
'places.% 1:

:,
.4 .

. .

'Iy4pr position is that unAss the administratir has at some_level'a sense
I

,

of conlkolisness abet purpose and structure, which ,s parallel'tO that

. ----
.,

.-
.

org rations also. require; the;administrator will :Sooner or latevencouater

. -t

serio difficulties. In the current argot, what I an talking about is a more
. ..

.soph ticated:sense of getting one's act together.

._

It Otaifs a consciousness of purpose and strategy, a se of priority

4

awareness of how.to-approach the continuing p .less of re- examininganyreordering ofte'lk.priorities in a manner uniquel' suited to one's own

os'ncraeies ang the environment ih'Wbich we find attrselvest It demands a.

nacious willingness to periodically set aside scarce' resources of time ana
g g . ,

erg' to undertake that kind of-searchingielf-examinatiOn,, the courage to

elk help when one needs it and to Aik for it even whit one:doesn't'feel the

need for it, and thq frame of mind to dwell 'a-little more on the cosmic cmedv

14
I
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of it aid than: on it54 tragic dime ions.

A chief adzInistraior operating according tb.constitutional principle

the sense that I am talking aoout tnem here wood be recognizable on-thc

following scores. One would' find, for example, the ability to answer when asked

-what the two or'three most importa..nt guideS to action are, to be able

toidet,tify a relatively small number,of primary goals, and to haire some notion

of
.

the lexicon of managerial strategies and tactics which personally feel most

accessible, 'comfortable, and effective. Absent the above someone who

would oc- willing to the question fairly intensively would also be a

prime candidate.

These ideas are too new to go-much beyond whaI,I have Set down here

I have few suggestions how to go considering person22 constttitions. I am

sure tnere must many ways and that the r. ht ways for given individllals must
.

7
_ .

be chosen an shaped by them. :=0
"*.

:,

I am copsiderably more sure of the importance of this conceptiOn.

1!
think,that the contention of internal political conflict between roles as a

P1

framework for- an the behavior, performs e ,and success or failure

of administrators may prove Z'f.bonaiderable value. An illustratioft.Or two may

be helpful. One consequenceof this view is that it'helps to dissolve the

arbitrary distinction between.the professional and personal dimensions of
f

f ep
4

administrators' existence in favor of,a morecoMplexbut realistic interaction

of a wide variety of roles, and the expectations and requirements attendant on each.

iThat helps to dissolv4 onemore'of the rather arbitrary dichotomies in'

contemporary life which togethe1,22syilliHarman has suggested, constitute

prOblematical premises WEIcti contributd so much to the problems faced by,

the contemporary world.

A second illustration may be found in what it suggests about why

. 't1,/5
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administrators fali or why they turn over their posts so rapidly. The failure

0

= isn't because Ve'''flpreseuren per se, or because of accumTlated injuries or

embitterment at nonsupportive or negative decisions, and not because their-

energy gets used up. These, T would submit, Are all symptoms of the real

problem. The real problem lies in the accumulated internal stress resulting

from an inadequate conipideratiod, understanding: and prioritization of diverse

and sometimes contradictory roles.. The behaviors which result, behaviors which

finally must be owned by the' manager, because they did in fact get emitted,

either produpe problems of sufficient magni7..ude.in the external environment

. rr

.
to lead to removal by others, or they produce so much internal stress that .the

Individual exits more or less voluntarily to'escape that rich has become

'psychologically untenable, 'whetber or not that circums ce is consciously,

rqalizea or not.,

0

If my analysis of the internal environment has any measure of truth to

it; then the daily reality of. the Adef-adm:inistrator,is 'one of a continual

coping with the competition between roles: That press, as I have said, is

intense,'highly .personalizedf-idiosYncratic; andhot. It begins to suggest

why so many of us find-the cool,.highly generaliztd, crisply rational' character

the bulk of the research on administration and 9anagement so singularly

.unhelpful. r.
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